FOBLS
PTA - Friend of Bishop Loveday School
Registered Charity: 1018847
Dear Parents / Carers
PTA are over the moon to announce that we’ve been able to contribute £8,365.00 towards the
redevelopment of the school playground. Your ongoing support and advocacy in our charitable
events will see the start of the following works commencing very soon (weather dependant):
•

•

New markings on the main playground including new hopscotch, counting lines and many
more exciting new play equipment for the children to explore. We’re hopeful that the
tarmac area may receive a face lift this weekend but it’s weather dependant so let’s all hope
for sunshine!!
Removal of the condemned climbing frame and the installation of a new climbing circuit is
scheduled to commence during the Easter holiday’s but again we will keep you updated with
news.

None of these improvements would have been possible without the support of every parent, so
thank you sincerely for supporting the PTA.
There are more events to look forward for 2020 including: our ever-exciting Easter Egg giveaway,
Quiz Night, School Disco’s, Gatsby May Ball scheduled for Friday 15 May, freeze pop Friday’s (when
we see the sunshine!), and many more. Please read the school weekly newsletter for PTA updates,
and follow us via FOBLS Facebook page, for even more news.
We would love to hear from you and welcome you any of our meetings, held immediately after
school and childcare is provided. There are always members of the PTA team in the playground at
drop off and pick up times who would love to hear / learn / gather thoughts that can be raised at
committee meetings. Or alternatively you can email us at: Fobls@outlook.com
None of the above would be possible without parent support, so please do support your PTA as
much as you possibly can.
Kind regards

Gill Robson
FOBLS Chairperson

